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Engineers Week took place the
week of February 17-23. Unfortu-
nately, this week is already "cele-
brated" by our Rose-Hulman
peers as Finals Week. Due to this
fact, the students of Rose are
moving the E-Week celebration to
next week, March 17-23. The
main attraction: a weeklong com-
petition between the Civil,
Mechanical, Electrical, Chemi-




Committee has selected Rose-Hul-
man Institute of Technology as host
for the 2002 - 2003 NCAA Divi-
sion III Women's Basketball
National Championships. This is
not the first time the recently built
Sports Recreation Center has had
the opportunity to host a nation
championship. In 1995, Rose-Hul-
pp 11111111111111.
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man held the NCAA Division III
Golf National Championships and
served as host for 1997 NCAA
Division III Cross Country
Regional. Also, Rose serves as the
site for the Indianapolis Colts sum-
mer training camp.
A total of 2,000 tickets are avail-
able for each session of the champi-
onship; however, half of the seating
will be reserved for the four partici-
pating teams. Approximately 1,000
tickets are available to the general
public. According to Ticketmaster,
there are a few tickets left and can
be purchased at http://www.ticket-
master.com and http://www.ncaa-
championships.com or at the
Hulbert Area Box Office the night
of the game, if tickets are still avail-
able.
The popular Washington Univer-
sity (Mo.) team, who has won the
past four NCAA Division III
women's basketball championships































Grant Hoffman / Thorn
The Sports and Recreation Center prepares for the upcoming NCAA Division Ill Women's Bas-
ketball Final Four games.
St. Lawerence. The third place
game will happen on Saturday at
5:30pm and the championship
game at 8 pm. This weekend's
games will prove to be one of the
most intense and competitive
Women's Division lit champion-
ships.
According to Gregory Ruark,
the Athletics Director, Rose has
been preparing for the last two
years for this prestigious event.
Therefore, a great deal of prepara-
tion has gone into the event.
Not only is Rose-Hulman being
affected by this championship, but
all of Terre -Haute is seeing the
results. Gas prices have risen to
$1.34 and many of the local hotels
are booked.
According to Ruark, not much
profit is expected from ticket sales.
The money made is going to offset
the cost of hosting the event. How-
ever, the athletic teams are planning
to work the concession stands. The
profit from those sales will be split
between the participating sports.
Once again, Rose-Hulman is
honored to be hosting a national
event. Not only will the excitement
of the championship be experi-
enced this weekend, but also next
year. While the expected number of
Rose students that will attend this
weekend's tournament is unknown,
a great opportunity exists for the
student body. "These are the four
best division 111 women's basket-
ball teams in the country," says
Ruark, "It is high quality basketball
right in our own backyard."
Engineers Week creates exciting
student competition
cal, Optical, and Software Engi-
neering departments. All that is at
stake is each department's reputa-
tion on campus.
SGA is funding the event,
which adds up to a total cost
around $1500. This was used to
buy E-Week T-shirts, a trophy,
prizes, and supplies for the vari-
ous competitions. T-shirts will be
given to all students who partici-
pate in the event, and the final
winners of the competition get a
grand prize (TBA) and the trophy
to be displayed in the winners'
associated academic department.
The way the competition
works is that each specified day of
the week, starting Monday, will
have a certain department's com-
petition. Students who are major-
ing in that field are allowed to
participate simply by showing up
to the announced place and time.
Best of all, students will work
together in groups, with the size
of -each group depending on the
competition. If you don't have a
group by the desired time, go any-
way and the competition over-
. 3 
seers will provide you with one.
The winners of each competition,
during the week, will get a small
prize and the chance to move on
to the final competition held on
Saturday (Mom's Day) from 2-4
p.m'. in the Hulbert Arena.
On Monday, March 18th, the
Civil Engineering Department
will hold their competition at 4
p.m. in Olin. Civil engineering
majors will try to build a structure
solely out of food. They will have
to Fleet certain criteria, such as
having it be a certain height using
the fewest pieces possible and
holding the most amount of
weight. The materials will be
marshmallows and either pretzels
or toothpicks. The group of stu-
dents that creates the best struc-
ture out of these materials will
move on to the final competition
on Saturday, and everyone who
tries will get a free E-Week T-
shirt.
(Continued on Page 3)
Hatfield Hall adds new depth to campus
Natalie Morand
Staff Writer
When entering or leaving Rose-
Hulman through its main
entrance, it would be difficult for
anyone to miss the Hatfield Hall
construction site which has taken
over the East side of campus.
Since the groundbreaking, last
May 6th, construction workers
have been working diligently to
build the 40,000 square foot facil-
ity.
According to Wayne Spary, vice
president for facilities, the new
Hatfield Hall will house the fine
arts/ theater productions, offices
for the Development and External
Affairs department, and an alumni
room. However, that is just a
description of the building in the
broadest of terms. Even though the
building is not yet complete, one
can see the huge potential that its
presence will have on the Rose-
H ulman campus.
For 75 years, the only venue to
house the fine arts productions
held at Rose-Hulman was Moench
Hall Auditorium, a 300-seat multi-
purpose room. Now, imagine 2
grand staircases leading to a bal-
cony which seats 177. The balcony
overlooks 425 floor seats along
with 4 box seats. Every seat in the
house has a perfect view of the
proscenium and not one detail was
left unconsidered.
The backstage of the theater
includes a dressing room, a green
room, band and chorus rehearsal
rooms, an office, instrument stor-
age, a practice room, a scene shop
with 14-foot ceilings, and costume
storage. Engineers might find it
interesting that the designers
decided to heat and cool Hatfield
Hall by using a four pipe system,
which allows you to cool and heat
a building at the same time.
All of these details are expected
to be completed by October 12th,
however, the Office of Develop-
ment and External Affairs will
move into its new Hatfield Hall
offices at the end of July. Spary
says that due to the mild winter
that we recently experienced,
everything is going well and on
schedule. Upcoming projects for
the building include the installa-
tion of sheet rock on the inside
walls, and pouring concrete for the
balcony of the theater. Spary hopes
that in the next couple of weeks,
"People will really see the building
take its shape."
(Continued on Page 3)
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March 15 & 16
Hulbert Arena
Terre Haute, Indiana
For tickets, call 812/234-2424
Hosted by the
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology













Events may be published in Events by any organization of individual. Information on club meetings, lectures, speeches, and athletic events
including announcements of times and locations may be submitted to Campus Calendar, in care of Dale Long, associate director of Communications
at Box 14 or extension 8418. More detailed articles containing plans, agendas, and specific information should be submitted to the Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made by Wednesday at noon in order to be published in Events in the Rose Thorn on Friday.
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E-Week continued from page 1:
Tuesday's competition will be
held by the Mechanical Engineer-
ing Department at 4 p.m., weather
permitting, by the Root Quadran-
gle. There, mechanical engineer-
ing majors will try to construct the
best paper airplane. Judging will
be based on which airplane flies
the furthest. Also, on Tuesday
afternoon there will be a student-
faculty luncheon in the ARA. All
faculty members are invited to
attend and eat with the students,
free of charge.
The week continues with
Wednesday's competition held by
the Applied Optical and Software
Engineering Departments. The
software students' competition
will take place from 2:30-4 p.m.
in part of the Kahn Room. These
students will be given a pre-pro-
grammed robot, designed to do
something, and they will have to
first write a plan to test the robot
to see if it completes the required
tasks, and then run the plan. If it
does not, the students will be
responsible for debugging it to
make it work properly. The
applied optics students' competi-
tion will take place at 4 p.m. in
room CL116. These students will
get the chance to play with "edible
optics" where they will use Jello
to bend light.
Thursday, the electrical engi-
neering majors will meet in D115
at 4 p.m. for their logic competi-
tion. Each group will be given a
logic problem and materials with
the goal of creating the most effi-
cient logic system with the least
materials. The students will first
have to work the system out on
paper and move to the actual con-
struction. Judging will be based
on which group can meet the
required goals with the least
expensive method.
The final departmental com-
petition will take place on Fri-
day, March 22, for the chemical
engineering majors. The compe-
tition will be held at 4 p.m. in
the general chemistry lab. These
students will be given a solution.
They will have to identify all the
ions present and find how many
of each ion is in the solution.
After the Chemical Engineer-
ing Department's competition,
the finalists will emerge; one
group of students from each
department will be recognized.
The final competition will be
held on Saturday in the Hulbert
Arena from 2-4 p.m. This com-
petition will be something like a
cross between a Jeopardy-Quiz
Bowl and Nickelodeon's Double
Dare. The finalists from each
department will compete for
points in several ways. Points
will be awarded for answering
some basic engineering and sci-
ence questions, Rose-Hulman
trivia questions, and other more
physical contests such as shoot-
ing free throws, etc.
The winners of this competi-
tion will receive a grand prize
and a trophy with their names to  
be displayed in their academic
department. Matt Price, coordi-
nator for the event, says that this
E-Week festivity is mainly to
give the students a fun chance to
celebrate with fellow students,
where the nationally recognized
week was founded mainly for the
recognition of professional engi-
neers.
For those who are interested in
the event, flyers will be posted
and campus wide e-mails will be
sent to remind students of their
department's competition
informing students of when and
where the competitions will be
MATH CORNER PROBLEM OF THE WEEK
Problem:
3 on 3 BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT: You are invited to submit a team to play in
a mathematical 3 on 3 basketball tournament. To model the abilities of basketball
players, we will use three categories offensive, defensive, and team. We will also say
there are three types of players centers C, forwards F, and guards G. To build your
team you are given 100 recruiting points, where each recruiting point used on each
player will determine the players raw abilities, see table below. You also will have
20 coaching points which can be used to increase a players abilities. Each coaching
point used will increase one ability of a player by one point.
Player Type Offensive Ability Defensive Ability Team Ability
Center 1 2 1
Forward 1 1 2
Guard . 2 1 1
Games will be decided in the following manner. The score for team 1 is deter-
mined by totaling the offensive points for the players in team 1 then substracting the
defensive points for the players in team 2 and then adding the team points for team
I. Likewise, the score for team 2 is determined by totaling the offensive points for the
players in team 2 then substracting the defensive point for the players in team 1 and
adding the team points for team 2. Highest score wins, and in case of a tie a coin is
flipped to determine the winner. Follow this link to see an example team.
The winner of the tournament will be awarded a five dollar prize. Note, for this
problem all that needs to be submitted is a team, no explanation of why it is the best
team is necessary. (In the next few weeks, all problems will have a basketball flavor





1. Contest is open to all students at Rose-Hulman.
2. The best solution as judged by members of the math faculty will be awarded.
(See solution criteria below)
3. Solutions must be submitted by 1:00 p.m. on Wednesday to David Finn at G 213.
5. If no correct solution is submitted. No prize will be awarded.
• Solution must be correct.
• Solution must be documented or explained.
• Clarity of solution. Solution should be easily understood.
• Elegance of solution. Number of steps should be minimized without affecting clarity.





Hatfield Hall continued from page 1:
Funding for the new facility has
been made possible by a $15 mil-
lion donation from 1984 graduate
Mike Hatfield. Hatfield, 37, is the
founder, chief executive officer,
and president of Calix Networks,
a company that creates fiber
optics and large-band-width net-
work products for use in telecom-
munications, in Petaluma,
California. He graduated with
honors from Rose-Hulman and
received a Bachelor of Science
degree in electrical engineering
and mathematical economics.
Hatfield is donating the money in
honor of his parents and plans on
naming the building Larry and
Pat Hatfield Hall.
V.O.A. architects, a firm based
in Chicago, is the same firm that
has designed the last nine new
buildings on campus, and they
have also designed Hatfield Hall.
The only constraints placed on
the design by the Hatfield family
were no oak wood, because Mike
Hatfield thinks it is too grainy,
and limited stainless steel. With
these stipulations in mind, V.O.A.
architects came up with a build-
ing that had cherry wood and
Earth tones. Spary says that the
Hatfields were wonderful to work
with and really allowed the archi-
tects to design a beautiful facility.
A ribbon cutting ceremony
along with the unveiling of a por-
trait of Larry and Pat Hatfield
will be held on November 9.
Included in the ceremony will be
a dinner and a performance by the
Terre Haute Symphony. Mark
Richter, vice president for devel-
opment and external affairs,
explains that there will be limited
seating at the grand opening cere-
mony of Hatfield Hall; however,
he expects that there will be stu-
dent representatives, the board of
Trustees, faculty, staff, the Hat-
fields, and many others in atten-
dance.
Along with the ribbon cutting
in November, a weeklong cele-
bration is planed for the first
week of February 2003. Richter
describes a series of events that
are planned to showcase the dif-
ferent uses of the building, such
as a performance by the Rose-
Hulman Drama Club and Engi-
neers in Concert, which is a vari-
ety show with faculty, staff, and
students.
All of these inaugural  
events are just a taste of
what is to come for the per-
formances and uses of Hat-
field Hall. Richter
speculates that there will be
a high demand for use of the
facility by individuals out-
side, as well as inside of
Rose-Hulman. Yet, Richter
also made it clear that Hat-
field Hall was built strictly
for the Rose-Hulman com-
munity.
While Rose-Hulman may
be a science and mathemat-
ics school, the building of
facility such as Hatfield
Hall shows both the com-
munity and the nation that
Rose-Hulman is about








Live jazz on selected Sundays
"The head frog says make your
reservations now!"
MEW
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New majors help Rose keep up with changing times
Ted Chan
Staff Writer
Are you interested in biology,
genetics, and chemistry? D6 you
wish there were some degree that
would allow you to study in
these areas? If so, then your
prayers have been answered.
Last week on Tuesday, March 5,
two proposals regarding curricu-
lum changes were approved.
The first was a Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree in Biomedical Engi-
neering. The second was a
Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology Major B.S. degree that
will be offered as a secondary
degree.
The proposal for a B. S. degree
in Biomedical Engineering was
passed at the Institute Meeting.
The process for this is a bit com-
plex because it is a proposal to
start a new degree program.
The next step in the process is
to wait for the proposal to be
approved in the next board meet-
ing, which will be in May. After
the proposal is approved it can be
implemented, provided there is
enough faculty, classroom
space, and the proper laborato-
ries.
There is a need for Rose to
offer this major, because there
has been major growth and there
is much more growth potential in
this field. "In 1997, about 30 stu-
dents would take biology, now
about 200 students take some
kind of biology," said Dr. Waite,
the head of the Applied Biology
and Biomedical Engineering
Department.
According to the U. S. Depart-
ment of Labor, the "number of
biomedical engineering jobs will
increase by 31.4 percent through
2010---double the rate for all
other jobs combined." Other
schools such as Milwaukee
School of Engineering, Marque-
tte, Case Western, Northwestern,
Vanderbilt and John Hopkins
already have programs for B. S.
degrees in Biomedical Engineer-
ing. In addition, Purdue and
many others will be establishing
programs in a few years. Rose
currently offers a Masters Degree
in Biomedical Engineering, and
it is one of the largest graduate
programs that Rose offers.
The proposed curriculum will
follow the same general courses
for engineering in the freshman
and sophomore years (sopho-
more curriculum). The junior and
senior years will be mostly
devoted to biomedical engineer-
ing courses. Many of the courses,
such as biomaterials, biomedical
instrumentation, and biomedical
optics, are already offered.
The earliest that the program
would be in able to start would
be the fall of 2003, but it is more
likely that it will not begin until
2004 or 2005. There still needs
to be work done to determine the
number of labs necessary and to
find space for the extra class-
rooms and labs. However, all this
will have to wait until the next
board meeting in May.
The proposal for a Biochemis-
try and Molecular Biology Major
at Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology was passed at the
Institute Meeting. This program
will be offered only as a second
major in biochemistry and
molecular biology (BCMB).
What this means is that stu-
dents must be working towards a
B.S. degree in engineering, sci-
ence or math such as chemical
engineering, chemistry, physics
or computer science; and can
take additional classes to obtain
this second major. It will be easi-
est for chemistry and chemical
engineering majors to complete
because they only have to take
38 and 42 additional hours,
respectively. In contrast, a com-
puter science major would have
to take 66 additional hours. Stu-
dents who are majoring in
applied biology will only be able
to obtain a minor rather than a
second major.
The program consists of
courses that are already part of
the curriculum; therefore, it will
not cost anything to implement
the program as far as additional
faculty or courses. Additionally,
there will be a single seminar
course of 1 credit hour that will
be required. Since the courses are
already in the curriculum, the
next major step is the preparation
for the implementation of the
proposal.
The new major is ground-
breaking for Rose-Hulman,
because it is one of the first inter-
disciplinary majors that include
courses from two departments
(biology and chemistry). This
program will allow students to
augment their interests in bio-
chemistry and molecular biol-
ogy as well as receive an
additional major for their work.
It is hoped that the program will
emphasize and encourage
research among students. The
program will most likely be
implemented in the fall of 2002.
In conclusion, there is a lot of
growth and development occur-
ring in the biochemistry, biology,
and biomedical fields. Rose has a
vision to be the best, and these
fields will be included in this
vision sooner or later.
Undergraduate Math Conference evolves the mind
Chris Scribner
Staff Writer
The 19th Annual Rose-Hulman
Undergraduate Mathematics Con-
ference will be taking place
March 15 and 16 in Moench and
Crapo Halls. Undergraduates
from 12 schools, including Rose-
Hulman, will speak on the mathe-
matical research they have con-
ducted.
Talks will range from Rose-
Hulman student Nathanael Ber-
glund's "How to Solve A Rubik's
Hypercube (Rubik's Cube)" to
David Maduram of Illinois-Chi-
cago's "Ion Channels and Sponta-
neous Oscillations: The Effects of
Stochastic Noise on a Subcellular
The Rose Drama Club
Mathematics Model." Further
talks by Rose-Hulman students
include Lucas Beverlin, present-
ing "The Optimality of Morse
Code" and Stephen Young, on
"Graph Colorings with Restric-
tions."
For a detailed list of the presen-
tations and an itinerary, visit the
official web site of the conference
at http://www.rose-hulman.edu/
March 221 23 ti 29/ 14 30 2002
Moench Auditorium — S.vo
vAtit;r3ef ^-• 2:00 p.711
Class/ma/HTML/Conf/Under-
gradConf.html. •
Along with the student presen-
tations, two invited faculty will
give presentations. Harold Boas,
professor of mathematics at Texas
A&M University will speak on
"Reflections on the Arbelos," Fri-
day at 7 pm in E-104. The next
day, Boas will present "What Can
You Say Absolutely About Power
Series?" at the same location.
Liz Jessup, associate professor
of computer science at the Uni-
versity of Colorado will lecture on
"Matrices, Vector Spaces, and
Information Retrieval" on Friday
at 1:35 pm in E-104.
Students and faculty from over
20 schools will attend the confer-
ence will be, including Wabash
College, the University of Evans-
ville, Greenville College (Ill.),
Illinois State University, John
Carroll University (Ohio), Col-
lege of Mount St. Joseph (Ohio),
Greenville College (Ill.), Northern
Kentucky University, and Taylor
University.
This year's conference is orga-
nized by Professor Muir and
Lautzenheiser of Rose- Hulman's
mathematics department with
support from the Pi Mu Epsilon







The Rose-Hulman Fencing Club has
started a new tradition. Rose-Hul-
man's First Annual Fencing Open took
place this past Saturday, March 9.
Members from the Rose- Hulman,
Indianapolis, and Summit City (of Fort
Wayne) Fencing Clubs gathered in the
back courts of the SRC for a full day
of stabbing each other with pointed
metal sticks (more formally known as
"weapons"). Over the course of the
day, 25 people of all ages competed in
the three events: epee, sabre, and foil,
by vigorously stabbing and slashing at
each other for the coveted honor of
first place.
The first event, epee (eh-pay),
involves a pointed sword and simple
rules. Basically, the only objective is
to stab your opponent, but try not to
get yourself stabbed. With no right-of-
way or target area, it is by far the most
free-form of the events. Of the 14 who
competed, Jeff Champa of Summit
City walked away with first place, fol-
lowed by Rob Holloway (Summit
City) in second, and Tom Mackel
(Rose-Hulman) and Steve Koehnke
(Summit City) tied for third.
The second event, sabre, limits the
area that can be attacked, adds a few
right-of-way rules, a target area, and
also the right to slash instead of just hit
with the point of the sabre. Of the 9
who dueled it out, Rob Holloway of
Summit City took the won. Steve Koe-
hneke (Summit City) was awarded
second, and Tom Mackel (Rose-Hul-
man) and Sara Jones (Summit City)
received third.
The third event, foil, gathered the
highest turnout of the three, with 17
fencers. After a close final duel (score
of 15-14 after several simultaneous
attacks--a rarity in foil), Stephe Blan-
sette of Indianapolis emcrged the most
successful at stabbing his foe, a single
point ahead of Steve Koehneke (Sum-
mit City). Jason Segal (Rose-Hulman)
and Dan Davis (Indianapolis) both
claimed third.
The tournament was considered a
huge success by all involved. With 25
fencers representing 3 clubs, it was a
great turnout for a first event. The
Rose-Hulman Fencing Club hopes to
continue this tradition in grand style
next year, hosting the 2nd Annual
Rose Open in the spring as well as a
USFA sanctioned tournament this fall.AduIt RFI Students.- Fire, Kic&
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On Tuesday, February 26,
Alanis Morissette released her
third album, titled "Under Rug
Swept." While most have prob-
ably heard of her and most like-
ly have listened to her songs
back in high school, it may
come as a surprise that she only
has three albums out. Alanis
tries to shoot for quality more
than quantity, and seems to hit
the mark most of the time.
Success is no stranger to Ala-
nis, who is a native of Ottawa,
Canada. Considered to be the
Canadian equivalent of a teen
pop princess, she won her first
Juno Award (Canadian equiva-
lent to a Grammy) at the age of
10. But her true success did not
start until she came to the U.S.
and linked up with veteran mu-
sical collaborator Glen Ballard.
She had written all of the lyrics
for her debut album by the time
she was 19 years old. Joining
up with Madonna's record label,
Maverick Records, she was giv-
en the.opportunity with the help
of Ballard to produce it. In
1995, at the age of 21, Alanis re-
leased her debut solo album, ti-
tled "Jagged Little Pill." She
had no idea of the success this
album was to bring her.
Since it's release, it has sold
over 20 million copies, won
countless awards, and been la-
beled the best- selling album by
a female artist of all time. Not
what you would have expected
from the little girl who once
popped out of a locker on many
In her third album Alanis still hasn't lost her touch. www.amazon.com
on the old Nickel-
odeon comedy show, "You
Can't Do That On Television."
The album produced many hits
such as "All I Really Want,"
"You Oughta Know," "Hand In
My Pocket," "You Learn,"
"Head Over Feet," and "Ironic."
With over half of her album top-
ping the charts, it was inevitable
that the album would be heard
on the radio for a long time.
While this album had many
convinced that Alanis was a bat-
tered man-hater, she admitted
that most of the lyrics on her
songs were derived from obser-
vations and her knack with po-
ems rather than from direct
experience. But, like many oth-
er inspirational artists, she be-
an occasion came a symbol for all women
who have ever been emotionally
stricken in their lives. And to
everybody else, her music was
something new and fantastic
with vocals ranging from
screaming to thoughtful conver-
sation to careful reflection.
After a soul-searching trip to
India, she wrote the lyrics to her
highly-anticipated follow-al-
bum. Her sophomore album, ti-
tled "Supposed Former
Infatuation Junkie" was re-
leased in 1998, over 3 years af-
ter her initial debut. While the
popularity her first album gen-
erated was able to carry her, the
album still did not fare as well.
Her only hit was "Thank U,"













































first song, "21 Th ngs" starts off
with a break from the trend with
a set of hard guitar riffs leading
to a moderately-paced percus-
sion and vocal introduction.
The beat combination with the
lyrics is enough to make this
song worth placed as the lead
song. The second song, "Nar-
cissus," starts out rather bland,
with a slower pace and common
beat, but the chorus is catchy as
the back-up vocalist work done
by Alanis herself presents a
twist that helps the song out im-
mensely.
The third song is her debut
single from the album, "Hands
Clean." This is purely a lyrical-
ly-powerful song with a lot of
thought behind listening to it.
The beat kicks in and the chorus
chords remind me of some of
her older tracks from her more
successful times.
The next song that strikes any
kind of emotional approach is
not until later on in the album
with "You Owe Me Nothing."
The soft piano playing in the in-
troduction is a change to the
harder beats, but the beats are
quickly introduced after a few
moments. The chords during
the chorus are some of her better
ones and her vocals go beauti-
fully with them. My favorite,
by far on this album, is the last
song, titled "Utopia." This
song is slower, starting up with
Alanis singing softly to an
acoustic guitar. During the cho-
rus, she hits various emotion-
provoking chords, making this a
truly "beautiful" song.
Going on a decade after her
initial debut in the U.S., Alanis
is still feeding off of the success
of her first album. While her
second album didn't perform as
well as hr first, her third fares
much better, in my opinion. It
still doesn't live up to her first,
but then again, it can't be ex-
pected to compare to the "best-
selling album by a female artist
of all time." This is the main
problem with a stunning debut
album in that an artist can rarely
live up to the reputation expect-
ed. Alanis still continues to pen
down her emotions and feelings
on to paper and put into words
what many have thought but
have never found the words to
express.
So, for her effort and determi-
nation devoted to around four
years of work versus the quality
of this album, I will give "Under
Rug Swept" a C+. Aside from
the debut single off of this al-
bum, no other songs seem to be
waiting to make their way up
the charts, although a few of the
better ones may make an ap-
pearance. Fans should pick this
one up and set in for another
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Weekend Box Office Summary
Title This Weekend
1 The Time Machine 22.6m
2 We Were Soldiers 14.2m
3 All About the Benjamins 10.0m
4 40 Days and 40 Nights 7.0m
5 John Q 5.9m
6 Return to Neverland 4.4m
7 Dragonfly 4.0m
8 A Beautiful Mind 3.8m
9 Big Fat Liar 3.4m













Many films havecome out re-
cently that have shown the hor-
rors of war, that make the
viewers feel as though they are.
in the heat of battle, and really
excites the audience. Hart's War
is not one of these films. Hart's
War is about a group of soldiers
at a Nazi prison camp with truly
inept guards. In'the end, this film
truly disappoints where it could
have been great.
Colin Farrell -( American Out-
laWs) plays Lt. Thomas Hart. He
is a soldier who was a law stu-
dent before the war, and his fa-
ther is a senator; so he has been
kept away from action. He finds
himself thrown in the middle of
action for a good minute and
thirty seconds and then he is
okay again, but a prisoner of the
Nazi army.
In the prison camp, he meets
the ranking US officer in the
camp, Col. William McNamara,
played by Bruce Willis (Die
Hard). Bruce Willis, for some
reason, has some official duty
over the other soldiers in the
camp.
Allowing this to happen seems
sort of ridiculous, but hey the
Nazi's ended up losing. The sol-
diers can easily sneak out at
night and regularly trade with
the guards. It's all a little shady,
but if it weren't this way the plot
just wouldn't work.
I thought this movie was go-
ing to be more of an action film,
but yet it's the exact opposite.
It's more like watching a bunch
of kids playing "courthouse" in
their tree house. The soldiers
hold a military court to try a
black soldier who they claim
killed another white soldier after
sneaking out one night.
This complete set-up is creat-
ed presumably because all of the
soldiers are huge racist bastards.
They try to cover emotion in this
film, but you never really feel
like the set-up soldier is all that
upset. Lt. Hart is assigned as
council to the accused and is
generally disliked by the other
soldiers. This is the only reason
you can pick up on the racism of
the group. They never use racial
slurs or act violently toward the
black soldiers, but it is the gen-
eral consensus that they are rac-
ists.
The thing is that this could
have been an absolutely great
film, but it just isn't good. I feel
that the reason is due to the inter-
actions among characters; they
Hart's war is far from Heart warming www.imdb.com
don't act right. People that
should be mad seem mildly dis-
pleased, and soldiers who should
be completely destroyed emo-
tionally seem to be having a bad
day. I was really disappointed
that the director accepted the
poor performances from the ac-
tors. Also, the writer wasn't
willing to go all the way and
show the violence of the whole
situation. Instead, we get the
Disney version of World War II,
and I feel like that this is more
distasteful than the worst vio-
lence possible.
The director has been very
good in the past, but he really
dropped the ball on Hart's War.
Gregory Hoblit, the same direc-
tor that brought you "Frequen-
cy" and "Fallen," really let his
fans down with this film. I abso-
lutely loved "Fallen," a film with
an evil spirit who enters other
people's bodies to use them to
create havoc; staring Denzel
Washington. I really wanted to
like this film also, but it just
wasn't in the cards.
So, now I am supposed to give
you some actual numbers to
guide you in your future movie
seeing endeavors. All right, on a
scale of zero to four where four
is a classic and zero is warm diet
coke, I give this film two stars.
It is a decent distraction, but it
just doesn't have anything that
will make you feel very im-
pressed or even very excited. I'd





Earn $1.000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraisercom three hour
fundraising even. Does not
involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling






Thliege, Lake Geneva, WI, April
5-7. An ecumenical gathering of
itudcnts from across the Midwest
for scripture, prayer and
meditation, music, service and
friendship. Theme: "Faith Alive
in Our Nciuhboihood." Register
by March 20 at United Campus
Ministries, 321 N 7th St., Terre
Haute, 232-0186.
Have you ever thought about
doing mission work? Conic see
how YOU can make a difference.
Come to a slide presentation at




EXCHANGE) and learn about
construction, medical, dental, and
health education projects in
Mexico. United Campus
Ministries, 321 N 7th St., Terre
Haute.
Sprint; Hiking at Turkey Run
State Park Saturday, March 23.
Leave the Center at 11:00 am,
return by 5:00 pm. Lunch
provided. Call 232-0186 for more
details and to register. United
Campus Ministries, 321 N 7th St.,
Terre Haute.
FOR SALE
Custom Printed Ts-sportswear for
all events. Free artwork fast
turnaround. Screen printing &
embroidery. Call Swag's
Sporswear 232-6947 or visit at
2950 S. 7th.
FOR RENT
Large, furnished three bedroom
apartment available Fall quarter.
nine month lease. $500 includes
utilities. Contact Dr. Ditteon
(CL104, Box 171, ext. 8247 or
299-5182) for more information.
Now renting for fall
3 to 6 bedroom homes for
students. 2+ baths, appliances and
furniture. 9-12 month leases.
Good neighborhoods. 24 hr.
service. My tenants are my
refrences. Call 478-9286 and
leave a message if no answer.
Looking for a nice place to live
next year? One to Six Bedroom
apartments available. Call Sharp
Flats AT 877-1146 for more
information.
POLICIES
The Rose Thorn offers classified
advertisements less than 30 words
free to Rose-Hulman students,
faculty, and student organizations.
Ads that run longer than 30 words
will be charged 15 cents per
additional word.
Classified advertisements are
open to the public for $3.00 for the
first 30 words and 15 cents for
each additional word. Bold faced
words are available for 15 cents
per word. Payments must be made
in advance.
The Rose Thorn reserves the right
to refuse advertising which the
editors judge to be discriminatory
on the basis of race, religion,
sexual orientation, or gender.
Submissions may be made at the
Thorn office, through campus
mail addressed to the Thorn, at
thorn@rose-hulman.edu or by
calling extension 8255. Deadline
for submissions: 5pm the
Wednesday prior to publication.
Runs over one week must be
renewed weekly by contacting the
Thorn office.
The Rose Thorn
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Get yourself some new gear
Jason Caron
Staff Writer
Meta! Gear Solid 2
Konami
BUY IT!
The Metal Gear series has been out for
a while, frequenting game systems as far
back as the old Nintendo. The latest twist
in the series started with the release of
Metal Gear Solid for the Playstation back
in October of 1998. The newest in the se-
ries is titled Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of
Liberty for the Playstation 2, released in
mid November of last year. Having never
played a single Metal Gear game in my
life, my only attraction to this game with-
out knowing anything about it is that it in-
volves a lot of guns and the use of your
own skill in controlling the game.
As I get down to play it, I make a few
other observations. The first, of course, is
the excellent CG, or computer graphics,
quality of this game. Everything down to
the individual rain droplets have been ar-
ticulately made, so much that switching to
a first-person viewpoint is difficult with
the rain hitting the screen. My next obser-
vation is that, while a good deal of game
play is involved, the majority of this game
is made up of a combination of movies,
cut scenes, and dialogue sequences that
add to the general storyline and keep a
sort of mystery in the game.
The first question you ask when reading
this is what the heck is a "Metal
Gear?" Well, according to the de-
scription, a Metal Gear is a bipedal,
nuclear-capable robot. With this in
mind, the main character in the
game is named Solid Snake, a
former member of an elite FOX-
HOUND team and now a member
of a group called "Philanthropy,"
which is devoted to the destruction
of all Metal Gears.
As the game begins, the U.S. Ma-
rines have developed a new version
of Metal Gear which is supposed to
surpass all others. As it turns out,
this is only the first part of the game
to help you familiarize with con-
trolling the character. The story un-
folds and the Metal Gear is stolen
from its transport ship by another
former member of FOXHOUND,
basically blowing everything up in
the process.
The story then twists to an off-
shore environmental station taken
over by terrorists. Then, you take
control of the other main character,
who is called Raiden. Most of the
game is spent as this dude; although
you meet up with the supposedly
deceased player you played for
maybe ten minutes as well as a host
of other characters who help you
out as the story unfolds.
Knowledge of the other games in
this series is a plus, but not re-
quired. Be prepared to be stunned,
by the amazing AI of the computer,
including the tricks that you will
learn how to do using your sur-
roundings and the amazingly de-
tailed movie sequences. This is no
doubt a must-have as it is without a
doubt one of the best games cur-




Metal Gear Solid 2 has the style of a great movie, yet still deliv- www.amazon.com
ers an amazing gaming experience that you will remember.
Sonic blasts the Game Cube
Peter Smith
Staff Writer
Sonic Adventure 2 Battle
Once fierce competitors in the
home console business, Sega and
Nintendo now do business togeth-
er. As Sega dropped out of the
console business, their develop-
ment teams decided which next
generation consoles to use for their
games. The Sonic Team rushed to
support the Game Cube. They re-
cently brought Sonic Adventure
Battle 2 to the Game Cube.
Though this isn't the first Sega
game to hit Nintendo's newest
console, it is the first game that
proves that Sega is actually out of
the hardware business with its flag-
ship characters appearing on a
competitors system.
Sonic Adventure Battle 2 is a
port of the Dreamcast version. It
features some upgraded texture
work from its predecessor and link
ability with the Game Boy Ad-
vance Sonic game, Sonic Advance.
This is the first Game Cube game
to feature the ability to link to the
Game Boy Advance. I would love
to see how well this works, but I
unfortunately don't own a copy of
the Sonic game for the Advance.
If you are well-versed in the
Sonic game universe, you will find
that the game plays like you would
Sonic Adventure Blasts its way into the hearts of Nintendo fans
after years of jilting them. I think they will forgive him.
expect any Sonic title
those of you that are




paced action right from the start.
The levels are fairly linear and
don't allow for as much explora-
tion as you would see in a game
like Mario 64.
There are a few larger levels, in
which you are expected to find sev-
eral hidden jewels to complete the
level. These levels take some time
to beat and add variety to the game.
When you do start a new game,
you have the choice to choose be-
tween hero and evil mode. Each
mode has a different set of charac-
ters and a different story line. This
adds to the single player replay val-
www.gamersedge.com
There is also a two-player battle
mode. Short games such as races
and one-on-one battle are some of
the games available in two-player
mode. The variety of multiplayer
modes greatly increases the replay
value of the title and continues Se-
ga's multiplayer gaming philoso-
phy.
Because Sonic is a port, graphi-
cally it doesn't really shine. It
looks just like its Dreamcast
counterpart with some upgraded
texture work, which is not that
noticeable. The upgrades don't
really even matter at all because
the levels move so fast that you
don't spend much time seeing
them.
The textures used are vibrant,
which translates well to the Game
Cube. Geometry varies enough
to keep a refreshing feeling when
going from stage to stage. I can't
wait to see what an original Sonic
game, with features optimized for
Game Cube, will look like.
I enjoyed playing through the
game. The two-player mode cer-
tainly adds replay value. I would
recommend this as a buy for
those who love the Sonic series.
For those who aren't fond of the
Sonic franchise, I would recom-
mend this as a rental. The first-
player mode would definitely
give a few good hours of play in
a weekend. Sega didn't do a bad
job bringing their second Dream-
cast Sonic game to the Game
Cube. Now, the wait is on for an
original Sonic game for the
Cube.
ue.
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Animal lovers not giving up




(U-WIRE) Boulder, Colo. -
It is said that animals bring
out the best and worst of
human nature. In the ongoing
debate over dog labs at the
University of Colorado medi-
cal school, that adage is prov-
ing to be a big understatement.
Students, teachers, con-
cerned citizens and canines
took on the snow and chilling
temperatures March 8 as they
stood in front of the University
of Colorado's President's
Office with banners that read
"CU Dog Kill Today."
The group, sporting hats,
gloves, boots, and anti-dog lab
paraphernalia, was protesting
the first day of the 2002 dog
labs.
"As we are speaking right
now, there are dogs dying in
the labs," Rita Anderson, one
of four protest coordinators,
said Friday.
This truth hit all protestors
hard, and some personally.
One sign read, "Man's best
friend, not a life to spend."
"We have to come out here
and protest because these ani-
mals can't speak for them-
selves. This is the only way to
say it's wrong," Chalyn
Fitzgerald of Loveland said.
Fitzgerald, her husband
Brian and their two dogs, Bar-
ney and Tucker, drove down to
Boulder from Loveland for the
protest. Brian left work early
just to attend.
Chalyn said she would stand
out in the snow however long it
takes. "It is not too cold if it
means saving even one life,"
she said.
Barney and Tucker, the cou-
ple's English Setter and Choc-
olate Lab mix, also joined in
on the protest by "letting Presi-
dent Hoffman know what they
think of her," as Brian said.
The dogs "marked" the trees
on the front lawn of the presi-
dent's office.
Another protestor, three-
year Boulder resident Mary
Sampsel, didn't have her dog
with her. Sampsel said her dog
Pete, named after the dog in
the old television show "Little
Rascals," was stolen when she
was 9 or 10 years old.
"The neighbors saw them
take him, and they told us he
was stolen for use in a dog
lab," Sampsel said. "The rea-
son I remember it so well is
because my father was a calm
person, and he was not calm
when it happened. There were
five of us kids, and we were all
crying," she said. "But', the
sheriff said there wasn't any-
thing he could do about it."
Activists say that a few years
ago, the same fate could have
awaited pets that might have
ended up in CU labs. In Janu-
ary, CU Health Sciences Center
changed its dog-purchasing
policy. Now, the center only
buys dogs from "Class A"
dealers -- those who raise,
breed, and sell animals specifi-
cally for medical research and
education.
In the past, the center bought
the animals from "Class B"
dealers, who, traditionally,
obtain their animals from a
variety of sources including
auctions, pounds, other deal-
ers, and in cases such as
Sampsel's, allegedly the black-
market animal trade.
But, according to protesters,
getting the dogs from "Class
B" dealers still does not make
the labs right.
"It's not necessary, and it's
not humane," Anderson said.
"They are sent to puppy mills,
caged, and then cut open. That
is not a life."
Anderson says her feelings
about the labs being unneces-
sary come from her knowledge
of the alternatives to the labs.
Ninety-four out of 126 univer-
sities have stopped using dog
labs, including the top 10 med-
ical schools in the nation,
according to Anderson.
CU so far is not showing
signs of changing the policy.
In a letter responding to last
Friday's protests, CU President
Elizabeth Hoffman said, "I
respectfully disagree with the
protestors. At this time, I am
neither planning nor am pre-
pared to make a recommenda-
tion to the Chancellor or the
Board of Regents to no longer
offer the labs at the Health Sci-
ences Center."
CU Health Sciences officials
have said that the protesters are
good-hearted but misguided,
failing to recognize the impor-
tance that live experiments
give students over computer
models.
Protesters last week were
apparently not discouraged by
Hoffman's or UCHSC's stance.
They held a candlelight vigil in
front of the Health Sciences
Center later Friday night.
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"Working to keep the Rose-Hulman community
informed by providing an accurate and
dependable source for news and information."
The Rose Thorn is published on Fridays
first through ninth week each quarter
Thorn Staff
Writers Tony Bergstrom, Court











The Rose Thorn welcomes and encourages comments from its readers. We request that all letters to the editor be less than 300 words in length.
E-mail is the preferred method of communication. The editors reserve the right to edit letters for grammar, clarity, and length.
All letters must contain the writer's signature (electronic form is acceptable) and contact phone number to confirm the letter before publication.
ALL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR MUST BE RECEIVED BY NOON ON TUESDAY BEFORE PUBLICATION
The views expressed in the Thorn are those of the original author and do not necessarily represent the views of the Thorn staff or Rose-Hulman community.
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(U-WIRE) AMES, Iowa -
In the past, advertisers and
marketing specialists worked
hard to develop eye-catching
sales campaigns. They slaved
away, attempting to create ads
that people remembered when
shopping at local malls. The
commercials were humorous,
heartfelt or just plain cute. But
now, every advertiser is fighting
for their piece of the patriotic
pie. Ads are saturated with red,
white and blue. And even
though it's been happening
more and more since Sept. 11,
the Super Bowl was the saddest
example of patriotic ads going
too far.
One of the worst examples
was the Anheuser-Busch com-
mercial that featured Clydes-
dales making a pilgrimage from
their St. Louis homes, over the
Brooklyn Bridge to New York
City, where the horses stopped
to bow their heads at Ground
Zero. This clever ad managed to
make drinking beer a patriotic
event. After all, it's Budweiser
that's American. Drink Miller
Lite and the terrorists have
already won.
In addition to beer companies
using patriotism, automotive
companies are also falling over
each other trying to get people
to buy "American" when they
buy their next vehicle. It's unbe-
lievable how well patriotism can
be packaged with products pur-
porting a "if you hate terrorism,
you'll buy this car" attitude.
One example is the General
Motors commercial, in which
the company sells the point of
its partnership with the United
Auto Workers Union for the
"donation of time, parts and
labor" for new vehicles for the
New York Fire Department.
Maybe the worst example of
the overboard advertisements
was the 30-second public
announcements funded by the
White House suggesting that
buying and using illegal drugs is
financing terrorism in places
like Afghanistan.
This blatant misinformation is
political propaganda at its abso-
lute finest. Apparently, the
"either with us or against us"
argument now pertains to the
occasional pot smoker among
us. The list goes on. Just look
closer to home.
Every time a reader views The
Des Moines Register's Web site,
a pop-up advertisement
drowned in red, white and blue
greets the viewer before any
news. The ad features a cozy
coffee mug with an American
flag on one side and a red
"United We Stand" with the Des
Moines Register logo on the
other. By paying an electronic
subscription, the reader gets a
free USA mug.
So next time you pick up a
Des Moines Register, remem-
ber how proud you are to be an
American. And if you're not
American, maybe you can just
remember how much you wish
you were.
In the past, patriotic promo-
tions were left to the govern-
ment news services.
But now companies across the
nation are using the fact that the
country is fighting a war on ter-
rorism to win an economic war
between companies.
Sex doesn't sell anymore.
Flags do.
AmeriCorps volunteers up 50 percent




The number of college-age
volunteers involved with Ameri-
Corps has jumped 50 percent
since President George W.
Bush announced a plan to
increase funding of the federal
volunteer program by 56 percent
during his State of the Union
Address on Jan. 29.
Bush called for 25,000 new
volunteers in 2003 to "rebuild
our communities" and prevent
more terrorist attacks.
According to a statement
released by AmeriCorps this
month, the organization's Web
site has had a 95 percent
increase in the number of visi-
tors since the speech.
Deputy Secretary of Educa-
tion William D. Hansen
announced his support for
Bush's budget proposal earlier
this month.
"We firmly believe that many
of the 15 million students
enrolled in colleges across the
country are prepared to answer
the president's call to service
and will carry with them a
renewed sense of responsibility,
service, and citizenship,"
Hansen said at a spring student
financial assistance conference.
But some political analysts
are leery of the president's plan,
citing a history of poor manage-
ment within the organization.
Brian Riedl, senior budget
analyst for the Heritage Founda-
tion, a conservative thinktank,
said AmeriCorps has a poor
track record. Riedl said misman-
agement by the organization and
the nature of volunteer work
should prevent the government
from subsidizing AmeriCorps.
"It is expensive," Riedl said,
"and America has a proud his-
tory of (volunteering) without
government assistance."
A better allocation of govern-
ment funds would be to offer
direct financial assistance to
AmeriCorps members, Riedl
said. For the price of one Ameri-
Corps volunteer, the govern-
ment could issue eight Pell
Grants, Riedl said.
Pell Grants are given to stu-
dents who have not received a
bachelor's degree yet. The max-
imum amount given during the
2000-01 academic year was
$3,300. This grant, unlike some
other forms of financial aid,
does not need to be repaid, mak-
ing it a foundation for financial
assistance.
AmeriCorps was created in
1994 to improve American com-
munities through a variety of
programs. Members tutor chil-
dren, build and renovate homes,
provide immunizations, pre-
serve parklands, respond to
disasters and help meet other
"critical needs."
To receive AmeriCorps fund-
ing, community-based organiza-
tions can apply for a grant and
receive financial assistance for
up to five years.
Money also is given to indi-
vidual AmeriCorps members.
An average of $24,000 is spent
on each volunteer in return for
1,700 hours of service with the
program. According to Brian
Miller, an AmeriCorps member
at George Washington Univer-
sity, of these 1,700 service hours
only 900 are "direct service."
The other 800 of Miller's hours
were spent in paperwork, travel
times and other areas.
Miller said considering the
substantial increase in funding
for AmeriCorps, there should be
added "provisions for account-
ability."




(U-WIRE) MUNCIE, Ind. -
The guys are no longer standing
on the corners selling bum open-
ers. "Bum opener" is a term I cre-
ated to describe the flags you can
hook on the window of your car.
You leave your car parked with
your flag neatly displayed. A bum
walks by and notices your car
would make a great shelter for the
night. All he or she has to do is
grab the flag, pull down using a lit-
tle body weight, and your window
will pop right out.
I am happy these people are
gone because it means the patrio-
tism fad is finally coming to an end
in Los Angeles. This means that in
another two to four months, it will
be over in the Midwest. I only call
it a fad because it is. I will tell you
why.
How many of you now own a
flag that you did not already own
before Sept. 11? Did you go the
extremist route and try to outdo
your neighbors by buying the larg-
est flag you could find?
Did you paint the U.S. flag on
the side of your house, shed or
other large object on your prop-
erty? Do you even know how to
properly fold and fly a flag? How
many of you had to wear as much
red, white and blue as possible?
Did you go the extra step and buy
the pins, hats and neckties with the
old stars and stripes on it?
While I am on the subject of the
flag, how many of you call the
U.S. flag the "American Flag." It
is a little arrogant of you, don't you
think? Canada has a flag, the
United States has a flag and Mex-
ico even has a flag, but I have yet
to see a flag that represents all
three countries on the North Amer-
ican continent as one entity.
So, by now you have already
told your friends and family that
it's people like me who are the
problem with this country. I would
like to say it is you.
Most of the U.S. flags available
for purchase in the United States
were not made here, or even by
people from here. The pins, ties,
sweaters and other clothing were
most likely made by some sweat-
shop workers in China or Mexico.
So, during a tragedy that has
affected so many people, both
morally and economically, you are
supporting other countries rather
than your own.
I know you probably donated
blood to help out the cause in New
York. I applaud you if you did. But
how often do you usually donate
blood? Hospitals perform opera-
tions every day that use blood sup-
plies. Blood banks are always
having shortages because there
aren't enough people who donate
regularly.
When I look at myself, I find I
am glad I was born in United
States. There are so many free-
doms I'm afforded by being born
here. I'm glad I had a chance to
travel to Manhattan last October.
Although I was there on business, I
supported local business owners
by spending my money in their
stores. I am not in the military, but
I do support our troops who are
traveling abroad to fight for our
freedoms.
As for buying goods made in
this country, much of my wardrobe
was made in Texas. I didn't go out
and buy clothes or a flag, because I
already own them. I didn't donate
blood, because they were telling us
not to. I didn't donate money
because I didn't have any.
I didn't write this to tell you I'm
better than you, although it may
have come across that way. I wrote
this because I am sick of how
obsessed people have become
lately about patriotism.
When people are calling me ask-
ing if I know where they can buy a
flag (because the places they
checked were sold out) it tells me
that patriotism, as we know it, has
become a fad.
If you want to be truly patriotic,
don't let it be a fad. You can do this
by supporting your country all the
time, and not just in times of war
and tragedy.
Do you like to meet interesting people?
Would you like to write for one of the world's top newpapers?
Do you like words?
Write for the Thorn!! "You Ain't cool unless" you
write for the Thom!!
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Briar Colwell
Staff Writer




-NCAA Tournament 7:30 pm -
12:30 pm CBS
Women's Basketball
NCAA Tournament 6:00 pm
ESPN2
College sports watch
Saturday March 16, 2002
Men's Basketball
NCAA Tournament 1:00 pm -
10:00 pm
CBS Women's Basketball
NCAA Tournament 11:00 am
ESPN2
NCAA Tournament 11:00 am
ESPN




NCAA Wrestling 2:00 pm-
3:30 pm FOXMW






NCAA Tournament 2, 7, 9, &
11 pm ESPN2
Wednesday March 13, 2002
Monday March 18, 2002 Men's Basketball 
Women's Basketball NIT Tournament 7:30 pm &
NCAA Tournament 7, 9, & 9:30 pm ESPN2
MidnightESPN
NCAA Tournament 6:30, Thursday March 14, 2002
8:30, & 10:30 pm ESPN2 Men's Basketball
NCAA Tournament 7:30 pm -
12:30 am CBSTuesday March 12, 2002
Men's Basketball
NIT Tournament 7:00 pm &
9:00 pm ESPN
Baseball and softball standings
Photo courtesy Rose-11 ulman
Senior Robert Chandler was named all-conference dur-
ing the preseason poll. Out of the 14 innings he has cur-


























































































Tired of homework and have
nothing to do this weekend?
Attend the NCAA Division hF Women's Bas-
ketball National Championship this week-
end in the Hulbert Arena!
Photo courtesy Rose-Hulman
Sophomore Nikki Rosenow winds up for a pitch.
The Rose Thorn
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Rose-Hulman opens home base-
ball season with back-to-back
wins over MSOE
TERRE HAUTE, IND. - The
Rose-Hulman Institute of Tech-
nology baseball team continued its
best start in the 13-year tenure of
Jeff Jenkins with a doubleheader
sweep over Milwaukee School of
Engineering. The Engineers
claimed the opener of Sunday's
twinbill 13-4 before winning the
nightcap 14-2.
In game one, the Engineers
launched an attack on the Raiders
at the bottom of the third inning
when they scored 11 of the game's
13 runs. Senior Matt King (Frank-
lin, Tenn./Battle Ground Acade-
my) paced the Engineers with
three hits and three runs, including
a double and a triple, in three at-
bats with four runs batted in.
Junior Ryan Keefer (Fort
Wayne/Northrop) also added two
hits, including a double, a run and
a run batted in for the Engineers.
Senior Nate Myers (Terre Haute/
North) added two hits and one run
towards Rose-Hulman's winning
effort.
Sophomore pitcher Eric Clem-
entoni (Muncy, Pa.) pitched a five-
inning game in relief of senior
Robert Chandler (Nashville,
Tenn./Hillsboro). Clementoni al-
lowed three hits, with two runs and
only one walk in his second win of
the season.
In game two against MSOE, the
Engineers came out strong with six
runs in the first inning, followed
by three in the second.
Leading the way for the Engi-
neers was King with three runs
scored, including his second home
run of the season, on two hits and
two runs batted in. Junior Saylan
Lukas (Bloomington/North) added
two runs on four hits, including a
double and a run batted in. Sopho-
more Cort Severns (Manito, Ill./
Midwest Central) blasted a home
run to aid in the Engineers effort.
Senior John Bowen (Charles-
town, Ind.) pitched a complete
seven-inning game, allowing only
two runs and six hits with eight
strikeouts.
The Engineers return to action
next Saturday, March 16, at Art
Nehf Field when they face Mac-
Murray College in a double-header
that begins at 1 p.m.
Sports shorts
The baseball team (10-1) de- lost to Wabash College 1
feated Milwaukee School of En- Tuesday:











At the NCAA Division
door Track & Field National'
Championships, Andrew,
Schipper cleared 15'5" in his
first pole vaulting attempt, al-
lowing him to receive 5th place.
and earn a total of fpur, career
A4-Arilerica4 hfmo
Enjoy sports?
Write for the Thorn!
anninjt@rose-hulman.edu
Upcoming athletic events
Fri.. March 15 
.NCAA Division III Wom-
en's Basketball National
Championship at Rose-Hul-
man begins (semifinals), 6 and
8 pm
Sat March 16 




at 8 pm; Consolation at 5:30
pm
•TR at Hanover Invitational,
Noon
NIT at Anderson and Franklin,
9 am
.BASE vs. MacMurray Col-
lege, 1 pm
Sun March 17 
-SOFT vs. Albion, Anderson
at DePauw Tournament, TBA
Wed.. March 20






MT = Men's Tennis
WT = Women's Tennis
TR = Track
* Events in bold denote home games
First Round Second Round
February 27 March 2
wirnington (Onio)
Bethany (WV) 




























• Eastern Cam St









































King's 72-57  at SallsburY
Katy 7941
Second Round First Round























Wisollovens 7141 at UW-Simene Pt
V1tibelsr 48-33
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• St. Benedict 
11Witsoonsiev-Slout
• Carleton
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St. Louis, MO
Monsanto geneticists announced their
creation of a new breed of Kosher pig at
a press conference on Tuesday. The new
species incorporates the cow's 'cud chew-
ing' gene, allowing it to conform to the
strict letter of Jewish dietary
law(Kashrut). Until now, pigs fell afoul
of the ' you may eat any animal that has
. cloven hooves and chews its cud' clause
in the longstanding covenant between
Yahweh and the Jewish people.
"It's really quite the breakthrough,"
said the project's lead geneticist Howard
Firestein. "Up until now the Jewish com-
munity has never been able to enjoy the
great taste of pork chops in apple sauce.
Or pork fried rice. Or pork egg rolls. Or
BLTs. Or bacon bits... mmm. Bacon.
What? Oh! Yes. We realized that we
might be able to change that by using the
latest in recombinant dna technology.
The hard part, of course, was isolating
the cow's cud-chewing gene. We did so
in late '99, when we were able to create a
cud-chewing tobacco plant as a proof of
concept. Strictly speaking that wasn't
really... necessary, but our director of
research insists on putting all newly iso-
lated genes in tobacco plants. He also
claims that he lives in 'flavor country,'
wherever that is."
The reaction of the Jewish community
to the news has been mixed.
"This succulent animal is an abomina-
tion," said vocal opponent Rabbi
Raskowitz. "The Laws of Kashrut are
not meant to be read with the intent of
finding loopholes! They are meant to
promote healthy eating in both the physi-
cal and spiritual sense! They are meant
to set us apart from the rest of the world,
to continuously remind us of the burdens
we take on as the chosen people of God!
Volume 37, Issue 19 "Ee'm Feeleeng Loocky"- www.google.com/intl/xx-bork/ Bork Edition Friday, March 15, 2001
Top Ten why Americans are better than the French TAlt frAgkiNG LOT 15 r(AL
• The ability to make any country into a parking lot
CI General Schwarzkopf
• WWI
o WW I I
43 Vietnam
O Can't achieve the American dream
CI Our Olympic judges are honest, just like our politicans
O Socialists
O George W. Bush
O Hair, much less hair
Monsanto to release genetically
engineered 'Kosher Pork'
Jewish community concerned, confused
Toying with them, as Monsanto has tried
to do, is disrespectful. This tasty new
animal is tainted by its unclean heritage,
and is not fit for consumption no matter
how delicious and juicy it's flesh might
be. On the other hand, I could kill for a
BLT."
Rabbi Johnson offers an opposing
view: "I see no reason why we should
avoid eating sweet, honey roasted parts
of this animal, provided it meets all other
requirements. It is true that any animal
that is bred from an unclean animal is
unclean, but it was not 'bred' in the tradi-
tional sense. If it is birthed by a cow
could it not be considered clean? As
long as the delicious animal is healthy
and killed in the traditional kosher fash-
ion we should have no problems eating it
for dinner. Or lunch. And maybe with
breakfast. Mmmm.... Ham...."
As usual, God was unavailable for
comment on the issue. In lieu of divine
guidance, proponents of both sides were
forced to beat each other about the head
and neck with copies of the Torah while
shouting 'Schmuck' at the top of their
lungs. The steel-cage Talmudic debate
on the topic will appear on pay-per-view
in early April. Check your local listings
for time and date.
For the most part Monsanto is uncon-
cerned by the high level of debate sur-
rounding their product. Oblivious to the
meat of the issue, most of their concern is
directed at the nascent marketing
efforts. A comprehensive TV, movie,
billboard and infomercial campaign is
planned to help raise product awareness
in the Jewish community. However, only
time will tell if the effort will be success-
ful. Without consumer awareness of the
product the kosher meats are doomed to
failure, as Jews won't know it's not
bacon!
by Jack McLaren and Pat Spacek
httb:11www.plif.c om
In a desperate attempt to acquire the knowledge
necessary to pass his final exam, Ed Vernon
devours his Algebra professor's brain.
Wacky Prof Quotes
"Did I tell you I wrote a book? The author is Oexmann..."
--Dr. Oexmann, just being Dale
"If you're ever wondering in class, 'Why is this stuff important?' You
need the credit and I need the job."
--Dr. Bremmer, letting us in on a dark secret of the faculty
"When I come to that situation... I cheat like MAD!"
--Dr. West, on hard math problems
"But if I had the Maple programmers here, I'd strangle 'em!"
--Dr. Lopez, about how everything Canadian is "upside-down and back-
wards"
"So... this equation doesn't work any more. But we don't care!"
--Dr. Mellor, keeping it simple .for the CS majors
"We can do the study session any time you want, except Saturday night.
That's mine.., or at least my husband's."
--Dr. Hudson, working out a plan
Have your profs said something wacky lately?
Well, stay awake for once and jot it down!
Then, e-mail it (or any other humor) to:
flipsidegrose-hulman.edu 
This Week in the News
Rosie 0' Donnel tries to use her media influ-
ence to support the rights of Gay couples re-
garding the adoption of children. For a moment
I was suprised that 0' Donnel was gay, then I
realized I didn't care.
This Week in History
1300 A.D. - China
Chang San-Feng incorporates gentler ele-
ments of existing agressive martial arts into
kung fu. The not-so-gentle elements were col-
lected into Karma Sutra.
This Week's Bad Jokes
Once, a cement truck collided with a paddy
wagon. Twelve hardened criminals escaped.
How are the elephant and the plum the same?
They're both purple, except for the elephant.
 •The Little Line o' Litigious Lard: The content of The Flipside is intended to be purely humorous, and it does not represent the opinions of The Rose Thorn or Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology. It proba-
bly doesn't represent anybody's opinions, 'cause it's all just a joke, get it? All material is copyright of it's respective owner. Apparently people aren't even reading this... so, I give up. Bork, bork bork!
